
Mission Control


for your APIs



Seekret: The API 
Observability Platform

The Challenge: 


As the API-first approach to modern software development continues to gain popularity 

and momentum, guaranteeing product reliability and ensuring consistency through API 

governance remains a struggle for developers and engineering managers alike.



The Solution:


It is no longer necessary for engineers to choose between faster API development and 

delivering APIs with confidence. Seekret provides you with both.



Our API observability solution empowers API-first practices by giving engineering teams 

the control they need to manage APIs, increase velocity, and reduce developer toil. 



With Seeket, you can:




Get that extra missing layer of visibility & insights

above logs, traces, and monitoring solutions. 

Bringing Production Knowledge 

to API Development 

Get API-centric visibility on 

application behavior 

Assure production readiness and 

track API velocity

Build APIs exactly the way you 

want them to be built

Optimize resources and developer 

time using automation



Seekret Capabilities
Seekret’s API observability solution continuously models your APIs directly from application traffic 

using cutting-edge, eBPF-based technology.  No source-code access is required!



With Seekret, your dev team can release APIs with lightening speed by tracking API evolvement 

over time and correlating API build iterations from your CI all the way to production. 






Construct a full list of services and 
APIs and build a complete schema 
and implicit contract with specific 
data types, required parameters, 
and more for each API resource.



Catch breaking changes on every pull 
request or CI gate based on test 
traffic and detail the implication of 
that change to your production 
behavior to guarantee forward and 
backwards compatibility.  



Centralized API 
Catalog

API Build 
Management 

Gain visibility into your application’s 
business logic, analyze API 
interconnectivity, and understand 
the way your APIs are used and 
consumed. 

Ascertain production-readiness and 
track velocity in order to properly 
deploy versions and advance APIs 
through the SDLC. 








API Behavior

Modeling



Production Readiness 
Validation 





Get Started with Seekret

and manage your APIs


from dev to prod and back

Minimal System Impact.

Data Privacy Ensured.

Public and private APIs 

High production rates

Secure monitoring with full data anonymization & encryption

No instrumentation

No source-code access required

Ensured data privacy by only capturing and storing API metadata

Supported Protocols

Supported Environments

GitOps & CI Integrations

EKSGKE AKS


